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My proﬁle
Introduce yourself
MONTSE BUITRAGO 30 DE ABRIL DE 2020 16:21

MONTSE BUITRAGO 1 DE MAYO DE 2020 18:21

Hello everybody!
My name is Montse Buitrago.
I am a teacher in CFA Eugeni d'Ors.
I live in Cornellà de Llobregat next to Esplugues in Barcelona.
My favourite sport is hiking. I love travelling. My favourite
country is Iceland.
My favourite food is beans, I love Catalan cuisine.
As a child I used to play a lot of games. My favourite game was
called "hide-and-seek".
What about you? What are your favourites?

I like playing football and paddle tennis. I love going to the beach
too. I also enjoy reading.
I don't have a favourite dish, I'm not picky when it comes to
food, I like everything! However, if I had to pick one, maybe I
would choose a dish called "arròs al forn".
When I was a kid, my friends and I used to play football, handball
and basketball. Also we played video-games. In the school, often
we didn't have a ball to play football so we used a small stone or
a tennis ball. Those were happy times!

Ops! I knew very little about you, teacher! (Montse) ― ANÓNIMO
Hello Enric, when I was a child I had been playining tennis for a
long time.(SILVIA) ― ANÓNIMO
Hi Silvia, I tried twice to play Tennis but it was too hard. I like
playing padel tennis and "frontenis". Theses sports are easier than
tennis. ― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 10:56

Pablo's proﬁle.
Hi everybody.
My name is Pablo Lope. I'm a student in CFA Eugeni d'Ors.
I live in Hospitalet de Llobregat next to Esplugues in Barcelona.
My city is in Mediterranean coast.
Here, now the weather is hot, therefore my favourite activity is
walking by the sea shore.
My favourite food is paella and mediterranean food.
When I was a child I used to play whith my friends in the street.
One of our favourites was
buck buck game.
It was a happy times.

We also used to play hide-and-seek at school during our break
time. Our school was pretty big so it was hard for the one who was
seeking. Where did you use to play that game? (Enric) ― ANÓNIMO
Hello Montse, when i was a child "hide-and- seek" was one of my
favourites games too.(SILVIA) ― ANÓNIMO
Hello Montse, now I only walk in the afternoon every day
― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 3 DE MAYO DE 2020 17:43

Hi everybody!
I'm Enric López. I teach English and Catalan in CFA Eugeni d'Ors.
I live in Barcelona but my hometown is Dènia (Alacant).

barbecue, which also doesn't lack wine".
¡I really like going to the country!.

Welcome Angie! You are very sporty! I like crafts too! ― ANÓNIMO

Welcome Pablo! I also remember "buck buck game"! It was great!
― ANÓNIMO

Hi Pablo! I did play to game a once, we call it (Churro half sleeve)
― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 10:54

Hello everybody!
My name is Bernardo Gomez.
I'm a student at Angles 3.
I live in Esplugues de Llobregat, near Barcelona.
I like all sports, but my favourite is football followed by tennis.

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 10:31

I like to eat healthy, mediterranean diet type.

Hello!!

When i was a kid, I loved playing football with classmates and
also athletics tests.

My name is Juani.

I'm currently retired and i practice walking through the

I am second year student.

mountains

I live in Esplugues de Llobregat
nex to Barcelona.

Welcome Bernardo! Do you have any favourite football club?

My favourite sport is walk on the

― ANÓNIMO

mountain.
I work in a big factory of cars.

Yes. My favourite club is Real Madrid C.F. And You? ― ANÓNIMO

Muy favorite food is shell sh.
MY favorite game was called
"Saltar a la goma" in the street.

ANÓNIMO 25 DE MAYO DE 2020 09:21

Welcome to eTwinning Juani. ― ANÓNIMO
Hi Juani! I thing that both liked the same game (Maria)
― ANÓNIMO

Yes Maria it was a nice game because it jumped while you sang.
(Juani) ― ANÓNIMO

Hi everyone!!
I´m Maria I´m an English student of second course. I live in
Esplugas de Llobregat near to Cornellà.
I love doing Yoga and Pilates, also I like go walk to the mountain
with my friends, I usually go to the cinema with my husband.
When I was a child I didn´t very much play but, one of my
favorite outdoor game was (Jump to the rubber)

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 12:29

Hello everybody!
I hope you are well.
My name is Angie Hernandez.
I am a very friendly girl.
I live in Esplugues de Llobregat. I am a student at the CfA Eugeni
d'Ors del Ges1 center.
I like to do a lot of crafts in my spare time.
My favorite sports are soccer, volleyball, swimming and cycling.
I would like to know the city of venice.
I like all kinds of food, but there are some that are my favorites
at the moment, "which are the tacos, baked pork, paella and the
Hi Maria, what kind of movies do you like? (Enric). ― ANÓNIMO

Hi Enric! I like all kind of movies, but I prefer Romantic, Comedy
and Intrigue ― ANÓNIMO
Nice ― ANÓNIMO
Hi Maria, Im the end I was able to enter . I'm glad you're still such
an athlete.. ― ANÓNIMO
Very good!! ― ANÓNIMO
I just read Frankenstein's mother and I liked it quite bit
― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 16:53

Hello everyone, I'm Gianluca , I'm a student
in CFA Eugeni d' Ors. I'm Italian and I love
languages and travel. when I have free time
I go to language meetups and to the gym. I'
m a calm and fun person. I'm hope I can
bring anything to this group.
Hi Gianluca! What's your favourite city in Italy? What do you
prefer, south or north of Italy? ― MONTSE BUITRAGO
Hello Miguel, do you play football at the moment?
― MONTSE BUITRAGO

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 15:33

Hi, everybody

No, I'm not play football. I'm old, but I like very much. ― ANÓNIMO

I'm Celia. I'm a student in CFA Eugeni d'Ors. Ilive in Esplugues de
LLobregat, next to Barcelona.
My favourite sport is walk, read, watergim and read.
I' retired.
.

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 16:40

Hello everybody.
My name is Pascual. I'm a second English student in CFA Eugeni

Hi Celia! Can you recommend any special book?
― MONTSE BUITRAGO

Hi, Montse, "a or de piel" OF Javier Moro, I enjoyed reading this
book. El pie de Jaipur, also of Javier Moro i get very excited. I'm fan
of Isabel Allende I reading all your books. ― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 5 DE MAYO DE 2020 16:18

Hello everybody

d'Ors.
I live in Esplugues nex to L'ospitalet in Barcelona but my
hometown is Los Ancares (Lugo).
I'm not very sportsman, I love driving and traveling.
My favorite activite is walking in the mountain.
My favorite food is paella and Octopus to feira.
My favorite city is Barcelona.
When I was a child, I liked to play tic tac toe with my friends on
the street

My name is Miguel. I'm a student at English in CFA Eugeni d'Ors.
I live in Esplugues.
I like walking in the mountains and listening to music. I also
enjoy travelling.
My favourite food is rice and crashed eggs.
When I was a child, I played with my friends to hopscoth and
hide-and-seek. We often play to football.

Hi Pascual, I also love "octopus a feira", delicious!
― MONTSE BUITRAGO

Hello Pascual, walking in the mountain is one of my activities too
(Silvia) ― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 5 DE MAYO DE 2020 11:18

Hi everyone !
My name is Pilar Artieda. I am a third year student in English at
CFA Eugeni d' Ors adult school, in Esplugues, near Barcelona,
although I live in another city, Sant Joan Despí.
When I was little, what I remember is that I madly liked cycling
with my cousins and friends.
We really liked going to the country to snack or running on
forest tracks with the bike ; we were going swimming on the

I just read Frankenstein's mother and I liked it quite a bit.

beach, and we were going around the village... but always with
our bikes. I had a good time !

― ANÓNIMO

Sometimes we had little accidents like falls, but I hardly
remenber .

Ok!!. ― ANÓNIMO

I remember a lot more that I was happy with my bike... and with
my friends !

Hello Montse I'm Nati. I read La novia gitana. It's very good a
detective book. ― ANÓNIMO

Hi Pilar! Are you a good cyclist? ― MONTSE BUITRAGO
ANÓNIMO 6 DE MAYO DE 2020 09:30

You are coming to school by motorbike, what do you prefer, bike or
motorbike? ― MONTSE BUITRAGO

Hi everybody
My name is Baltasar Juarez I'am student of English at second
year in CFA Eugeni D'Ors, I live in Esplugues near Barcelona, I
like all sports Basketball, Football,Handball (all sports set).When I

ANÓNIMO 4 DE MAYO DE 2020 20:14

Hello everyone

was kid, loved playing with my friend's in the street.
I like traveling, my favorite food, the salad and meet.

My name is Silvia. I live in Esplugues next to Barcelona.
I'm studying English and computer in cfa Eugeni d'Ors.
I like reading, listenning music, walking around the city. My

See you.

favourite hobby is going to gym.
In my free time I prefer travelling around Europe, I have visited a
lot of countries. I love going to the cinema ,theatre and
restaurants.
Hello Silvia ! Travelling around Europe visiting its places and
small towns is also my big hobby, but we do it only once or twice a
year. ( Pilar Artieda) ― ANÓNIMO
Hi Pilar and Silvia. Which are your favourite destionations in
Europe? (Enric). ― ANÓNIMO

Hi Baltasar. I'm remembering when we played handkerchief game
in the summer camp games.Was really funny. (Pablo) ― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 5 DE MAYO DE 2020 07:58

Hello everyone¡!
I´m Manoli, I´m a student at Angles 2.
I live in Esplugues next to Barcelona.

ANÓNIMO 12 DE MAYO DE 2020 08:00

I like to go the gym to do Zumba, Body Combat and Yoga classes,
I also like to go jogging and I love the beach.
I don´t have a favorite food, but if I have to choose I prefer
Mediterranean food.
When I was a child I played with my neighbors on the street, my
favorite game was "Jump to the Rubber"
Hi Manoli .This game was fun for me too!!! (Juani) ― ANÓNIMO

Hello everybody
My name is Nati. I'm student in Eugeni D'Ors.
I live with my husband in Hospitalet near Barcelona.
I am a secretary in a hospital in Barcelona. I like my job.
I like Italian food, especially pizza.
I like reading mystery books.
When I was a child I used to play whith my Friends in the Street.
My favorite game was jump to the "comba".

Hi Manoli, wich beach do you like the most in Catalonia, the
golden coast or the brava coast? (Miguel) ― ANÓNIMO

ANÓNIMO 7 DE MAYO DE 2020 10:20

Hello everybody
My name is Montserrat.
I'm student in Eugeni D'ors.
I live in Esplugues Ll. next to Barcelona.
My favourite sport is reading and watergim.
Hello Montserrat. Do you do watergym at the moment? How often?
― MONTSE BUITRAGO

Hi Montse!! Can you recommed me any book?? at this moment I'm
reading (In Valeria´s shoes) It´s a little crazy and funy. ( Maria)
― ANÓNIMO

Please Nati, can you recommend a mystery book? Any special you
enjoyed? ― MONTSE BUITRAGO

ANÓNIMO 6 DE MAYO DE 2020 16:43

Hi everybody

I enjoy reading and watching movies.
Wen I was litte I playing futbol in the street with my friends.
We laughed and enjoyed everything !!!!

I'm Antonio Calleja
I'm an English student in CFA Eugeni d'Ors

Hi Antonio! I hope that you liked it Yoga, it´s dif cult the rst time,
but It´s very well. ― ANÓNIMO

I live in Esplugues nex to Barcelona
I like walking and running in countryside.
At this time of con nement I have discovered Pilates and Yoga.

※※※※※※

